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JUST IN — "Camp Auschwitz" insurrectionist of the Capitol siege was just arrested

this morning in Newport News, VIrginia.

2) this guy was just arrested.
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3) We cannot have a repeat of the fascism from WW2. This is @Schwarzenegger’s speech was so powerful.

https://t.co/jyTxNdTR18

This speech will go down as one of the greatest speeches. @Schwarzenegger is right\u2014Jan 6th 2021 was our

Kristallnacht. Austria \U0001f1e6\U0001f1f9 tried to resist Hilter takeover for years but succumbed because

Hitler\u2019s lies went unchallenged. We must #impeach now. pic.twitter.com/gOChiGLuHK

— Eric Feigl-Ding (@DrEricDing) January 10, 2021

4) My wife @andreafeigl1’s ■■ great grandfather secretly fought Hilter’s Nazi regime & smuggled many Jews to safety as

an aircraft engineer. He was thrown into a concentration camp, and escaped.

She knows a few things about Nazi history—Jan 6th was downright fascist. Read ■ https://t.co/NvnEv7YnYj
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Some saw clearly what MAGAism is - pure fascism - in 2016.

More see it 2day

Some saw this playbook b4: WW2

Americans r too unaware of history since it didn't happen on home soil

But we MUST heed these lessons, lest it b 2 late 4 democracy & consequences are unfathomable

\U0001f9f5 pic.twitter.com/QdoVG3LsrB

— Dr. Andrea Feigl (@andreafeigl1) January 6, 2021

5) So this cover is from a semi-tabloid magazine in Germany, according to @andreafeigl1. But even so, how did such a

magazine still get it so damn right?! Maybe Germany ■■ has seen this kinda fascism before...
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6) To be fair, Germany’s biggest outlet also went there...



7) And there was this.... the week after the Charlottesville, VA right wing protests and “very fine people on both sides”

speech.
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